Phoenix, AZ - Stats 2011

For the time period of 12/31/10 to 12/31/11:

**Total Permitted Systems - 147,623 (46,947 commercial and 100,676 residential)**

Alarm Dispatches - 41,316 (includes all alarms - fire, panic, burg, etc)

False fire alarms - 792 (692 commercial and 100 residential)

False police alarms - 15,130 commercial - Alarm Factor 0.322

19,561 residential - Alarm Factor 0.194

**Total 34,691 - Alarm Factor 0.235**

125,361 subscribers had zero false alarms (84.92%)

15,692 subscribers had one false alarm (10.63%)

4,032 subscribers had two false alarms (2.73%)

2,538 subscribers had three or more false alarms (1.72%)
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95.55% had one or less!